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7 of 8 review helpful A Great Book Get a Better Picture By S S Fleet Hey all I m a long time worker in multimedia 
and the performing arts with a theatrical education I did a lot of theatrical lighting as slave labor back in college but 
beyond that most of my experience in film and video was from the acting side So before shooting my next short I 
decided I needed a primer in film lighting I bought M Digital video students and enthusiasts must learn lighting 
fundamentals and techniques to enhance the visual quality of their work Moreover since lighting specifications for 
digital video differ significantly from those for analog video or film professional videographers and cinematographers 
must learn how to adapt their lighting skills for this new digital medium to ensure that the final product meets 
broadcast standards This complete cour the most up to date and comprehensive book on lighting techniques for TV 
that I could find easy to digest Bill Miller Video Systems magazine March 2003 If you are doing video lighting on 
most any level this book will be a great 
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